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The only complete genome nucleotide sequences of measles virus (MeV) reported to date have been for the Edmonston
(Ed) strain and derivatives, which were isolated decades ago, passaged extensively under laboratory conditions, and
appeared to be nonpathogenic. Partial sequencing of many other strains has identified $15 genotypes. Most recent isolates,
including those typically pathogenic, belong to genotypes distinct from the Edmonston type. Therefore, the sequence of Ed
and related strains may not be representative of those of pathological measles circulating at that or any time in human
populations. Taking into account these issues as well as the fact that so many studies have been based upon Ed-related
strains, we have sequenced the entire genome of a recently isolated pathogenic strain, 9301B. Between this recent isolate
and the classical Ed strain, there were 465 nucleotide differences (2.93%) and 114 amino acid differences (2.19%).
Computation of nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions in open reading frames as well as direct comparisons of
noncoding regions of each gene and extracistronic regulatory regions clearly revealed the regions where changes have been
permissible and nonpermissible. Notably, considerable nonsynonymous substitutions appeared to be permissible for the P
frame to maintain a high degree of sequence conservation for the overlapping C frame. However, the cause and the effect
were largely unclear for any substitution, indicating that there is a considerable gap between the two strains that cannot be
filled. The sequence reported here would be useful as a reference of contemporary wild-type MeV. © 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: genome nucleotide sequence; contemporary measles virus; comparison with the classical Edmonston strain.
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INTRODUCTION

Measles virus (MeV) is an enveloped virus with a
onsegmented, negative sense genome RNA of ;15.9
b. It is classified in the genus Morbillivirus of the family
aramyxoviridae. MeV first was isolated in primary hu-
an kidney cells (HK) in 1954 (Enders and Peebles,

954). This strain, Edmonston-Enders, which was pas-
aged 24 times in HK and 28 times in human amnion
ells, appears to be the prototype, but its derivatives,

ncluding those with extensive passages under labora-
ory conditions, have been commonly used as a standard
dmonston (Ed) strain (J. S. Rota et al., 1994; for a review,
ee Griffin and Bellini, 1996). They appeared to be non-
athogenic for monkeys and perhaps for humans (Ya-
anouchi et al., 1970).
Wild-type MeVs currently circulating in human popu-

ations do not grow well in Vero cells, a monkey kidney
ine. Previously, these cells were most often used to
solate MeV in patients but now appear to have selected

minor population of quasispecies in patients that is not

1 To whom reprint requests should be addressed at Department of
iral Infection, Institute of Medical Science, University of Tokyo, Shiro-
anedai 4-6-1, Minato-ku, Toykyo, 108-9971, Japan. Fax: 181-3-5449-
o409. E-mail: ynagai@ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp.

042-6822/99 $30.00
opyright © 1999 by Academic Press
ll rights of reproduction in any form reserved.

340
ully pathogenic for monkeys (Kobune et al., 1990). A
ow-passage seed stock of Ed strain, the so-called wild-
ype Ed strain, also had been passaged in Vero cells (J. S.
ota et al., 1994). Marmoset B cell lines such as B95a

ecently have replaced Vero cells as the isolates into
hese lines retain full pathogenicity for monkeys, produc-
ng clinical signs and histopathology very similar to
hose seen in humans (Kobune et al., 1990). Such a fresh
solate is unable to grow well in Vero cells; however,
everal blind passages in these cells have been suffi-
ient to select an adapted strain, which is remarkably
ttenuated in pathogenicity for monkeys (Kobune et al.,
996). Thus, Ed-related strains may not be representative
f pathogenic MeV.

At least 15 distinct genetic clusters have been identi-
ied for MeV by sequence comparisons of the nucleo-
apsid protein (N) gene (World Health Organization,
998). Ed-related strains and most other old isolates
elong to the cluster A, whereas many recent isolates,

ncluding those in Japan, belong to other clusters such
s D1 to D5 (Taylor et al., 1991; P. A. Rota et al., 1994; Rima
t al., 1995; Jin et al., 1997; Kreis et al., 1997; Yamaguchi
t al., 1997). It is unlikely that current viruses are the
escendants of the Ed strain or that there was much less
iversion around 1954 in view of relative stability of MeV

ver long periods of time (Rima et al., 1997). Rather,

https://core.ac.uk/display/82163251?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=pdf-decoration-v1
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341CONTEMPORARY MEASLES VIRUS GENOME
ifferent genotypes might have coexisted since early
imes, and the Ed strain may be a representative of just
ne genotype.

Despite the above-described pathological and evolu-
ionary diversity, complete genome nucleotide se-
uences have been reported only for the classical Ed-

elated strains. One of them even was constructed with
everal sequence reports of various Ed strain stocks
ith different passage histories (Billeter et al., 1984;
ellini et al., 1985, 1986; Rozenblatt et al., 1985; Alkhatib
nd Briedis, 1986; Cattaneo et al., 1989b). The other two
re Ed-derived vaccine strains, Ed B (Radecke et al.,
995) and AIK-C strains (Mori et al., 1993). Furthermore,
ur fundamental understanding of MeV replication and
athogenesis has depended largely upon the studies
ith Ed-related strains. Likewise, although our knowl-
dge on MeV is expanding by use of a recently estab-

ished innovative technology to recover infectious virus
rom cDNA and hence allow reverse genetics (Radecke
t al., 1995), the technology is available only for Ed B
train at this moment. Taking into account these issues,

here is now an argument for describing at least one
eference strain representing contemporary pathogenic

eVs circulating in human populations. Molecular biol-
gy of this new reference strain, including the establish-
ent of plasmid-based rescue, will complement Ed-

ased studies. To this end, we have chosen a well-
haracterized fresh pathogenic isolate, 9301B, in B95a
ells and determined the entire genome nucleotide se-
uence (Takeda et al., 1998). Here its sequence is com-
ared systematically with that of the classical laboratory
tandard Ed strain.

The data reveal the presence of extensive synony-
ous and nonsynonymous substitutions between the

wo sequences. However, any causes and effects have
ot been defined for any substitution. On the other hand,
ttenuation of the 9301B strain through adaptation to
rowth in Vero cells appeared to be attributable to only
everal amino acid changes in the polymerase and/or
ccessory genes (Takeda et al., 1998). Thus, there ap-
eared to be a gap between the classical Ed strain and
ontemporary 9301B strain that cannot be filled.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

hylogenetic relationship of the strain 9301B with
ther MeV isolates

Figure 1 illustrates the phylogenetic relationships
mong MeV strains based upon N gene sequences. Of

he 117 strains, 23 sequences including the 9301B were
equenced here. These new sequences were of the

solates from 1977 to 1998 in Japan. Strain 9301B, which
as previously shown to be fully pathogenic for monkeys

Takeda et al., 1998), was found to fall in the cluster D5

long with most other isolates in Japan since 1990 until

998. These results clearly demonstrate that strain P
301B represents one of those which recently emerged
nd provide a rationale for using this strain as a refer-
nce for contemporary wild-type MeVs.

omparison of 9301B genome with the Ed strain
enome

General features. The genome of the strain 9301B
omprises 15,894 nucleotides and thus is identical in

ength to the classical Ed strain genome. This suggests
hat the rule of six that the genome length of MeV and
ome other paramyxoviruses should be a multiple of six
ucleotides for efficient replication (Calain and Roux,
993) has stringently operated in MeV evolution. There
ere 465 nucleotide differences (2.93%) and 114 de-
uced amino acid changes (2.19%) between the two viral
enomes (Fig. 2). However, the transcriptional start and
top signals as well as the intergenic and trailer se-
uences were perfectly conserved. The editing motifs in

he P (phosphoprotein) gene giving rise to V mRNA
Cattaneo et al., 1989a) were also identical between the
wo. Thus changes are generally nonpermissible for cis-
cting elements for transcription and replication. The
2-nucleotide-long leader sequence may be exceptional
ecause three nucleotide substitutions were found

Fig. 2).
We calculated synonymous differences per synony-

ous sites (KS) using the method established by Miyata
nd co-workers. This method has been used to compare
50 pairs of homologous sequences, including a-globin

nd interferon-a genes (Miyata and Yasunaga, 1980,
981; Miyata et al., 1980; Miyata and Hayashida, 1982),
nd for strain comparisons of Newcastle disease virus

NDV), a rubulavirus in the Paramyxoviridae (Sakaguchi
t al., 1989; Toyoda et al., 1989). These studies demon-
trated that synonymous codon changes are neutral to
atural selection in evolution and occur with nearly sim-

lar rates among many different genes. As shown in
able 1, the KS values are comparable (0.077–0.098) for

he N, M (matrix protein), F (fusion protein), H (hemag-
lutinin protein), and L (large protein) genes. Thus the

wo viruses appeared to be equally distant in terms of
hese ORFs. This further supported the suggestion of
ack of recombination between genotypes in the evolu-
ionary process of MeV (Jin et al., 1997; Rima et al., 1997;
amaguchi, 1997) and other paramyxoviruses (Pringle,
991; Toyoda et al., 1989). In addition to the P protein, the
eV P gene encodes the C protein and the trans V
-terminal region in 11 and 21 frames, respectively,

elative to the P frame (Bellini et al., 1985; Cattaneo et al.,
989a). This predicted a lower KS value with respect to a
iven overlapping frame in the P gene. Indeed, the KS

alue in the entire P frame was already significantly low
0.042) and those in the regions overlapping the other
rames were still lower [0.015 and 0.018 for the regions

/C (22–582) and P/V (691–903), respectively] (Table 1).
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342 TAKEDA ET AL.
n contrast, if nonoverlapping regions were combined
ogether to a provisional gene P9 [(1–21) 1 (583–690) 1
904–1524)], its KS was significantly higher (0.069). The
ntire V (1–903) already displayed a low KS (0.031), and
s expected, the KS of the trans V frame (691–903) over-

apping the P frame was still lower (0.022). However, the
frame (1–561) totally overlapping the P frame pos-

essed an unexpectedly high KS (0.069). This can be

FIG. 2. Nucleotide and deduced amino acid differences between 930
pen reading frames are shadowed. Greek numbers (I–VI) in the

FIG. 1. Unrooted phylogenetic tree drawn by a CLUSTAL W analysis
apital letters. The horizontal bar indicates the rate of nucleotide diffe
btained by 1000 replicates.
onsegmented negative-strand RNA viruses (Poch et al., 1990).
xplained at least in part by a considerably high flexibility
f the P frame (see below).

Table 1 also shows amino acid changing (replace-
ent) sites (KA) nucleotide differences per site at be-

ween each pair of MeV genes. In all the comparisons, KS

s always much larger than KA, indicating a higher evo-
utionary rate of synonymous substitution and that the
ulk of the nucleotide changes in protein coding regions

Edmonston strains. Amino acid differences are shown in parentheses.
e indicate the regions that are conserved among polymerases of

gene sequences of 117 MeV strains. The genotypes are indicated in
The numbers at the main nodes indicate bootstrap confidence levels
1B and
L gen
with N
rence.
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345CONTEMPORARY MEASLES VIRUS GENOME
ave been synonymous. This confirms that the synony-
ous changes have beenlargely free from selective

ressures and occurred at a nearly constant rate. In
ontrast to KS values that were relatively consistent, KA

alues varied greatly among different genes. The lower
requency of amino acidchanges in F and M proteins
han in H or N proteins was reported previously (Baczko
t al., 1991; Rota et al., 1992). In our analysis, KA values
ere extremely low for the F and M ORFs (0.002 and

.004, respectively) (Table 1), also indicating the stron-
est structural constraint for these proteins. On the other
and, the constraint was suggested to be low for the N
nd P proteins by their high KA values. When the N ORF
as divided to N- and C-terminal halves, the latter (1201–

578) displayed a KA value of 0.049, one of the highest of
ll protein coding regions (Table 1), whereas the KA of
-terminal half (1–1200) was as low as 0.007. Thus,
onsynonymous substitutions have accumulated selec-

ively in the C-terminal half, which is in agreement with
he previous view that the N C-terminal region is highly
ariable (Taylor et al., 1991; P. A. Rota et al., 1994; Rima et
l., 1995; Jin et al., 1997).

Evolutionary features of the P gene. KA and KS calcu-
ations appear to disclose interesting evolutionary fea-
ures of the P gene containing overlapping frames. In
ontrast to the other ORFs whose KS values are generally
igher than the respective KA values, the KS (0.015) of the

frame overlapping the C frame [P/C (22–582)] was
ower than the KA (0.023). On the other hand, the KA of the

T

KS and KA Values between

Gene or gene
segment Nucleotidesa

N
N 1–1578
N1 1–1200
N2 1201–1578

P
P 1–1524
P/C 22–582
P/V 691–903
P9 (1–21) 1 (583–690) 1 (9
C 1–561
V 1–903
V trans 691–903

M 1–1008
F 1–1653
H 1–1854
L

L 1–6549
LI-VI (649–1224) 1 (1483–1797) 1 (1957–2

(3385–4128) 1 (5260–5493)
Lr (1–648) 1 (1225–1482) 1 (1798–1956

(3277–3384) 1 (4129–5259) 1 (549

a The first nucleotide of the initiation codon for each ORF is taken a
ntire C (1–561) totally overlapping the P frame was h
emarkably low (0.007), whereas its KS was quite high
0.069). The third letters of C codons are dictated as the
irst letters of P codons. The high KS of C thus appears to
e explained at least in part by the structural flexibility of

he overlapping P frame. On the other hand, the third
etters of P codons correspond to the second letters of C
odons. The extremely low KS of P/C suggests inflexibil-

ty of the C protein.
The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase is highly error

rone because of the lack of proofreading and repair
unctions and gives rise to heterogeneous mixed prog-
ny populations. Amplification of genome subsets with
etter fitness is involved in survival of RNA viruses (Do-
ingo et al., 1997). The very low rates of accepted non-

ynonymous point mutations in the M, F, and L genes
Table 1) certainly limit the proportion of viable progeny.
hus neutral synonymous changes are maintained more

eadily than nonsynonymous changes. When an RNA
iral gene uses overlapping frames, the opportunity of
ynonymous changes must be reduced unless the two

rames or at least one of them were able to tolerate
hanges to some extent. In the case of MeV P gene, the

frame appears to have to be conserved, and a high
ariability of the P frame appears to guarantee the C
rotein sequence conservation and virus survival under
rror-prone conditions. In the subfamily Paramyxovirinae,

he P protein is the most variable of all gene products. C
roteins are encoded by the members of the genera
espirovirus and Morbillivirus. Their sequences are

and Edmonston Strains

KS KA KA/KS

0.098 0.017 0.173
0.092 0.007 0.076
0.114 0.049 0.430

0.042 0.018 0.429
0.015 0.023 1.533
0.018 0.006 0.333

4) 0.069 0.017 0.246
0.069 0.007 0.101
0.031 0.022 0.759
0.022 0.000 0.000
0.087 0.004 0.046
0.077 0.002 0.026
0.086 0.011 0.128

0.095 0.006 0.064
(2779–3276) 1 0.081 0.004 0.049

29–2778) 1
)

0.108 0.009 0.083
ABLE 1

9301B

04–152

628) 1

) 1 (26
4–6552
ighly conserved at least within a genus, though highly
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346 TAKEDA ET AL.
ivergent between the two genera (Nagai, 1998). Thus, at
he virus species level, the C protein cannot be so vari-
ble. It is likely that the overlapping of variable P and

nvariable C frames in a single P gene is also a contriv-
nce for respiro- and morbilliviruses to persist in nature.

Stringency of both the trans V and P/V frames, as
ndicated by low KS and KA values, may be possible
ecause the overlapping region is relatively short (213
ucleotides). The trans V frames of 9301B and Ed strains
iffered from each other only in that the latter terminated
ne codon earlier. Termination codons were excluded in
ur KS/KA computation, and thus the KA in this case was
ero (Table 1). The V protein is encoded by all three
enera of the Paramyxovirinae. Extraordinarily high se-
uence conservation has been recognized for the trans V

rame; in particular; the cysteine-rich C-terminal portion
Nagai, 1998). By using V knockout Sendai virus (Kato et
l., 1997a,b) and MeV (Schneider et al., 1997; Valsamakis
t al., 1998; Tober et al., 1998), evidence that suggests

hat the V proteins are critically required in in vivo set-
ings, though totally dispensable for replication in cell
ultures, has been accumulated. In view of these facts,
trict conservation of the trans V frame between 9301B
nd Ed strains appears to be reasonable.

Nontranslated regions. A feature unique to morbillivi-
us genome is the presence of unusually long nontrans-
ated regions (NTRs) at the 39 region of M mRNA and at
he 59 region of F mRNA. The 59 NTR of morbilivirus F

RNA is G-C-rich and predicted to form an extensive
econdary structure (Richardson et al., 1986; Buckland et
l., 1987). The long 59 NTR of 573 nucleotides and its
-C-rich feature are conserved in the 9301B strain; GC

ontents are 64.6 and 63.7% for 9301B and Ed strains,
espectively. Within cells, the 59 NTR enhanced transla-
ion of F, whereas in in vitro translation this region was
nhibitory (Evans et al., 1990). Other reports suggested
hat this NTR of MeV was not important in cell culture
eplication (Radecke et al., 1995) but critical for in vivo
athogenicity (Valsamakis et al., 1998). On the other
and, as many as 72 nucleotide differences (7.27%) were

ound in the 39 M mRNA and 59 F mRNA NTRs (991
ucleotides in total) between the 9301B and Ed strains

Fig. 2). A high degree of variation in these regions also
as noted between not only lytic viruses but also SSPE

subacute sclerosing panencepharitis)-related, persis-
ently infecting viruses (Baczko et al., 1991; Billeter and
attaneo, 1991). Such a high variability was not found in
ther noncoding regions. Thus, these two NTRs were
ubject to a most rapid change in MeV genome but their

engths as well as GC-rich nature appear to have been
trictly maintained.

In the F mRNA of Ed strain, there are two potential
nitiation codons at nucleotide positions 574 and 583.
ota et al. (1992) have reported that in current MeV

solates with Vero cells in the United States the first AUG

as replaced with GUG. Cathomen et al. (1995) demon- R
trated that the second AUG was the preferential initia-
ion site for the Ed strain. Thus the same replacement,
irst AUG to GUG, observed also in 9301B strain would
ot be critical for phenotypic differences between Ed and
301B strains.

The H gene. Rota et al. (1992) reported a temporal
ccumulation of nucleotide changes resulting in amino
cid substitutions in the H genes of the current MeV
trains, which were isolated in Vero cells. Our data dem-
nstrated a moderate degree of KA (0.011) of H gene.
pon expression on cell surface, Ed strain H proteins
an adsorb African green monkey erythrocytes, whereas

hose of recent isolates lack such a hemoadsorbing
apacity (Shibahara et al., 1994; Lecouturier et al., 1996).
he strain 9301B also appeared to lack this activity.
ecouturier et al. (1996) reported that the two amino acid

esidues, valine and tyrosine at positions 451 and 481
V451 and Y481), respectively, in the Ed H protein, were
mportant for hemadosorption. These residues also ap-
ear to be associated with the downregulation of CD46

Lecouturier et al., 1996), the receptor for Ed and related
trains (Dõrig et al., 1993; Naniche et al., 1993a,b). While
451 was conserved in the 9301B H protein, the Y481
as replaced with asparagine (N481) (Fig. 2). Thus, Y481
f Ed H protein appears to be more important for hem-
dsorption than V451, or both are required.

There are several reports that suggest that MeV atten-
ation through adaptation to growth in laboratory cell

ines including Vero cells were associated with amino
cid substitutions in the H protein (Lecouturier et al.,
996; Tanaka et al., 1998). However, a pair of wild-type,
403B, and Vero cell-adapted and attenuated form,
403V, displayed no amino acid substitutions in the H
roteins (Takeda et al., 1998). Thus, it remains to be
efined whether or not the Ed H protein would indeed
ontribute to the attenuated phenotype of this strain.
hat also remains to be established is whether or not

urrent strains including 9301B use CD46 as the recep-
or.

The L gene. The L protein, the catalytic subunit of
NA-dependent RNA polymerase, was relatively well
onserved in amino acid sequence as was indicated by

ts low KA value (0.006). In this protein, there are six
egions (I–VI) that apparently are conserved in other
onsegmented negative-strand RNA viruses, including
esicular stomatitis virus (VSV), rabies virus (RV), Sendai
irus (SeV), and NDV (Poch et al., 1990). The KA of the
ntire conserved regions (LI-VI) (3039 nucleotides) was
.004, whereas that of the remaining regions (Lr) (3510
ucleotides) was more than twice as much (0.009) (Table
). The KS values were roughly comparable (0.081 and
.108) between the two. These data may argue for the
uggested importance of the six regions for polymerase

unction of nonsegmented negative-strand RNA viruses.
he region II in other nonsegmented negative-strand

NA viruses is featured by a rhythmically spaced [KEKE-
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347CONTEMPORARY MEASLES VIRUS GENOME
hydrophobic)K] motif and thought to be a template rec-
gnition site (Poch et al. 1990). However, the correspond-

ng sequence of MeV Ed strain was different (QEKE at
ositions 535–538). This exception was solved by the
ild-type 9301B strain, which possessed 535K in place of

35Q (Fig. 2). The Ed’s motif may be exceptional even
ithin MeV isolates. The pentapeptide QGDNQ (posi-

ions 771–775) in the region III, as expected, was con-
erved, which contains the GDN corresponding to the
DD of the strictly conserved Asp–Asp element of RNA
olymerases and is probably important for template rec-
gnition and/or phosphodiester bond formation (Poch et
l., 1990).

Although the KS of the region (1798–1956) in the L frame
as 0.084 and hence almost equal to those of most other
RFs, its KA was extremely high or even the highest

0.057) of all ORFs. The corresponding regions of five
ther viruses described above are remarkably variable in
oth length and sequence. They are very short for rhab-
oviruses (RV and VSV) and though relatively long, are
ariable in paramyxoviruses (SeV, NDV, and MeV) (Poch
t al., 1990). Poch et al. suggested that this region would

ie on the surface of L protein because it is very hydro-
hilic. Probably some immunological pressure has oper-
ted preferentially on this presumable surface region,

eading to accumulation of nonsynonymous changes.
In summary, we determined the entire genome nucle-

tide sequence of a contemporary wild strain, 9301B, of
eV. Its comparison with that of the classical Ed strain

solated four decades earlier revealed a large number of
ynonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions. As
hown elsewhere recently (Takeda et al., 1998), attenu-
tion of 9301B through adaptation to growth in Vero cells
ere associated with only several nonsynonymous

hanges in the polymerase and accessory proteins.
one of these changes were shared with the strain Ed,
hich is also Vero cell-adapted and attenuated. Low
assage seeds of the Ed virus were sequenced and also
id not vary greatly from the standard Ed virus and
d-derived vaccine viruses (Rota et al., 1994). Thus, most
hanges found between 9301B and Ed strains did not
ppear to be due to different culture and passage con-
itions. No other particular nature of selection can be
onceptualized for any substitution between the two vi-
uses. Rather, this recent isolate did not appear to be a
irect descendant of Ed strain but has come from a
istinct lineage. Despite numerous substitutions in other

egions, cis-acting elements for replication and tran-
cription, including the trailer, transcription start, tran-
cription termination, and intergenic sequences, were
erfectly conserved between the two strains. Certain
RFs, including those for V, F, and M, were also well

onserved. A stringent structural constraint therefore has
perated on these regions beyond different lineages.

he P gene containing overlapping frames appeared to G
isplay a unique evolutionary pattern that is not seen for
onocistronic genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

enome nucleotide sequencing

The MeV strain, 9301B, was isolated with B95a cells
rom the throat swab of a child diagnosed as having
ypical acute measles in Japan in 1993. When passaged
wice in B95a cells and inoculated subcutaneously into
ynomolgus monkeys, this strain caused rash, leukope-
ia, and bodyweight loss as described previously (Takeda
t al., 1998). To obtain sufficient stocks for following
nalyses, a further three to five passages in B95a cells
ere done. Using the RNA isolation reagent RNAzol B

Biotex Laboratories, Houston, TX), genomic and antige-
omic RNAs were extracted from the 9301B stock virions,
hich had been purified by sucrose gradient centrifuga-

ion. Fifteen cDNA fragments (nucleotide positions, 1 to
30 z82 to 1721 z1674 to 2480 z1777 to 3350 z3000 to 4462 z4261

o 4795 z 5449 to 7130 z 7000 to 8042 z 7261 to 9144 z 9001
o 10239 z 10001 to 11240 z 11197 to 12663 z 12501 to
3900 z 13857 to 14797 z 14755 to 15894) were amplified

rom the genomic and antigenomic RNA templates by
everse transcription (RT)–polymerase chain reaction
PCR) using reverse transcriptase (Superscript II, Gibco-
RL, Gaithersburg, MD); Taq DNA polymerase (Ex Taq,
aKaRa, Seta, Japan) and the 15 specific primer pairs.
hese primer pairs were pMv1f, 59-1ACCAAACAAAGTT-
GGTAAG20-39 (sense) and pMv1r, 59-830CTTGTATTCC-
GGATTAGAG811-39 (antisense); pMv2f, 59-82CAAGAGC-
GGATTAGGGATA101-39 (sense) and pMv2r, 59-1721TAG-
CGGATGTTGTTCTGGC1702-39 (antisense); pMv3f,
9-1674CTTCTAGACTAGGTGCGAGA1693-39 (sense) and pMv3r,
9-2480TCGGCAGTGCTGGCCCTACT2461-39 (anti-sense);
Mv4f, 59-1777CACTCCCACGATTGGAGCCG1796-39 (sense)
nd pMv4r, 59-3350GCAGGTAAGTTGAGCTGTAG3331-39 (anti-
ense); pMv5f, 59-3000AGGCAGAGATTCAGGCCGAG3019-39

sense) and pMv5r, 59-4462TTGCTGGGCACTACGGTCTA4443-39
antisense); pMv6f, 59-4261GGTTCAAGAAGACCTTATGT4280-39
sense) and pMv6r, 59-4795TGTGGTTCGGTTGTGGAGTT4776-39
antisense); pMv7f, 59-5449ATGTCCATCATGGGTCTCAA5468-39
sense) and pMv7r, 59- 7130GTTTCAAGAGTTGTAGAGGA7111-39
antisense); pMv8f, 59-7000GTTGCTGCAGGGGGCGT-
GT7019-39 (sense) and pMv8r, 59-8042CTACTTCAAACAC-
CGGTGC8023-39 (antisense); pMv9f, 59-7261ATCATCCAC-
ATGTCACCAC7280-39 (sense) and pMv9r, 59-9144AGATT-
GTTCACTAGCAGCC9125-39 (antisense); pMv10f, 59-9001

TGGTGCCGTCACTTCTGTG9020-39 (sense) and pMv10r,
9-10239AATCTAGAGCTTCAATTAAC10220-39 (antisense);
Mv11f,59-10001AAGAGTCAGATACATGTGGA10020-39 (sense)
nd pMv11r, 59-11240AAGGCAGTACTTCTTGAGAT11221-39 (anti-
ense); pMv12f, 59-11197CAGTCAGTGCATTTATCACG11216-39
sense) and pMv12r, 59-12663TATGGCTTCTTAGAGCT-
TC12644-39 (antisense); pMv13f, 59-12501ATGAGGAAGG-

GGGTTTAAC12520-39 (sense) and pMv13r, 59-13900AGT-
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AAGGACCATGGATAGG13881-39 (antisense); pMv14f,
9-13857TTCTGGCATTGTGGTATTAT13876-39 (sense) and
Mv14r,59-14797GTGACTTCGGGCCTCCCGTT14778-39 (an-

isense); and pMv15f, 59-14755GTAATATTGTCAAAGT-
CTC14774-39 (sense) and pMv15r, 59-15894ACC-
GACAAAGCTGGGAATA15875-39 (antisense). The cDNAs
panning the noncoding region between the M and F
RFs were difficult to obtain, but this difficulty was over-

ome using the Superscript one-step RT-PCR System
Gibco-BRL) and a gene-specific primer pair, 59-
735CCAGCAACTGGAAGGGCCC4753-39 and 59-5578CACT-
CCTATCCCTACCACC5559-39. The cDNAs of leader and

railer regions were amplified using 59 RACE (the rapid
mplification of cDNA ends) system (Gibco-BRL). Using

everse transcriptase (Superscript II; Gibco-BRL) and
ene-specific primers, 59-470GGTACCTCTTGATGC-
AAGG451-39 (for leader) and 59-15181CTTCACCTGGACT-

ATAGGT15200-39 (for trailer), first-strand cDNAs were
ynthesized from genome RNA for trailer and anti-
enome RNA for leader. After first-strand cDNA synthe-
is, template RNAs were removed by RNase H. Oligo dC
equences then were added to 39 ends of cDNAs using

erminal deoxynucleotide transferase (TdT) and dCTP.
fter the tailing reaction, PCR amplification was per-

ormed using Taq DNA polymerase (Ex Taq, TaKaRa), the
9 RACE anchor primer, 59-CUACUACUACUAG-
CCACGCGTCGACTAGTACGGGIIGGGIIGGGIIG-39, and
ested gene-specific primers, 59-53AGTGCACTAGAAGAT-
ATCA34-39 (for leader) and 59-15268GATATCAATC-
TACTCTGA15286-39 (for trailer). All amplified PCR frag-
ents were cloned into the TA cloning vector pCR2.1

Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and three independent clones
f each fragment were sequenced using an A.L.F. DNA
equencer II (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden).

equence data analyses

The assembly of the obtained nucleotide sequences
as performed using the GENETYX-MAC program (Soft-
are Development Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The assem-
led nucleotide sequence of 9301B genome, which is
vailable with Accession No. AB012948, then was com-
ared with that of Ed strain, which was obtained from
DBJ, EMBL, GenBank nucleotide sequence databases
ith Accession Nos. KO1711 and X16565. The sequence
as revised according to the previous report (Radecke
nd Billeter, 1995); deletion of the A residue at nucleotide
osition 30 and insertion of one A residue into the poly-
denylation signal of P gene. A neighbor-joining (NJ)
hylogenetic tree (Saitou and Nei, 1987) was constructed
sing the 385-bp sequences (nucleotide positions 1302–
686) in the N gene of 117 MeV strains. Twenty-two of the
equences were determined in this study and are avail-
ble with Accession Nos. AB019696–AB019703 and
B021997–022010. The previously reported sequences

ere obtained from DDBJ, EMBL, GenBank nucleotide
equence databases. The analysis was aided by
LUSTAL W program (Thompson et al., 1994). Diver-
ences were estimated by the two-parameter method

Kimura, 1980). The phylogenetic tree was generated
sing the TERRVIEW 1.4 program (Page, 1996). The boot-
trap test was applied to estimate the confidence of the
ranching patterns of NJ tree (Felsenstein, 1985). The
omenclature of genetic subtypes were according to the
tandardization by the World Health Organization (1998).
S and KA in coding regions were calculated as de-
cribed previously for another paramyxovirus, NDV (Sa-
aguchi et al., 1989; Toyoda et al., 1989). Briefly, at each
osition in the codon, three different single base
hanges are always possible, and of these, a fraction (f)
esults in synonymous substitution, whereas the remain-
er (1 2 f) led to replacement substitutions. In the codon
UU, for example, the first two positions are replacement
ites (f 5 0), whereas for the last position one-third of
hanges correspond to synonymous sites (f 5 1/3). Thus

he codon UUU contains 0.333 (5 0 1 0 1 1/3) synony-
ous sites and 2.667 (5 1 1 1 1 2/3) replacement sites.
alculation of numbers of synonymous and replacement
ites (NS and NA) and the numbers of synonymous and
mino acid substitutions (MS and MA) was done by
omparing a pair of nucleotide sequences in each cod-

ng region. KS and KA represent, respectively, MS/NS and
A/NA. Details of this procedure and its application for

arious genes have been described previously (Miyata
nd Yasunaga, 1980, 1981; Miyata et al., 1980; Miyata and
ayashida, 1982).
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